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SUMMARY

S& - Z y-

A transient, one-dimensional numerical code is developed to model the liquid motion in an axial

groove with square cross section. Axial variation in liquid level, shear stress and heat transfer between

the groove wall and the liquid, evaporation and transient body forces are accounted for in the model.

Dryout and rewet of the groove are allowed; the front location is determined numerically using

conservation of mass and linear extrapolation. Several numerical test results are presented and discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Heat pipe technology has been proposed for use in the aerospace environment as a means of

cooling electronics on fighter aircraft or as a means of thermal management aboard space-based platforms

(refs. 1-3). These environments are dynamic ones where time-varying body forces will primarily influence

the motion of the working fluid within the wick structure of the heat pipe. While the magnitudes of the

body forces in these two examples may be quite different, the effect on the working fluid in the wick is

the same; namely, a bulk movement of the fluid towards either the evaporator or the condenser, depending

on the magnitude and orientation of the body force. If the bulk motion of the fluid is towards the

condenser, then dryout of the wick structure will be enhanced and heat pipe failure will result. The ability

to correctly model liquid motion in a wick structure subject to transient body forces, then, is a necessary

first step before heat pipe technology will be accepted as a means of thermal management in the aerospace

industry.

Several attempts have been made to numerically model the liquid flow in a heat pipe wick. Two

models repeatedly found in the literature are the Groove Analysis Program (GAP), developed by NASA

(ref. 4) and a piston model developed by Beam (ref. 5). GAP is a steady-state formulation that is

applicable only to grooved wick structures. Because it is steady-state, it does not account for the time-

varying nature of body forces. It properly models the axial variation in radius of curvature; however, this

radius of curvature is only allowed to vary from a minimum at the evaporator (equal to one-half the

groove width) to a maximum at the condenser (equal to the radius of the vapor space). Because of this,

dryout is never allowed to occur and therefore, it provides no capability to predict or model the dryout

and rewet phenomena.

The piston model of Beam; however, is an unsteady formulation that does account for transient

body forces. The wick is assumed to be entirely full up to the dryout front, past which no liquid may be

present. The front is perpendicular to the axial direction, hence the reference to a piston. Because the
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wick isassumedto beentirelyfull upto thefront location, no recession of liquid and therefore, no radius

of curvature, is allowed axially along the wet portion of the wick. In an actual heat pipe, recession of the

liquid into the wick structure occurs continuously between the evaporator and condenser without causing

dryout and always occurs as a precursor to dryout. Visual observations of Reagan (ref. 6) and Hawthorne

(ref. 7) have verified this behavior. Because no liquid recession into the wick is allowed, the piston model

predicts dryout earlier than actually occurs.
A limitation of both models is that neither attempts to describe the nature or behavior of the liquid

front within the wick. In the GAP model, no liquid front is allowed to develop; the simulations are

stopped when the capillary limit is reached. In the piston model, the front is treated like a piston with no

attempt to describe what it actually looks like.

Additionally, both models assume that momentum changes in the liquid are negligible. This

reduces the momentum equation to a form of Darcy flow, which models the pressure drop by equating

the sum of pressure, shear and body force terms to zero and neglects any change in the liquid inertia.

During steady-state behavior, the liquid velocity is small and hence, inertia effects are most likely

negligible. The same conclusion cannot be deduced for the case of a transient body force environment.
A new transient numerical model is therefore warranted.

THEORY

Several assumptions are made concerning the derivation of the governing equations. The wick

is an axial groove with square cross section of constant width, w and depth, 5. One end of the groove

can be tilted relative to the other end which provides the transient body force. No flooding of the groove

is allowed and the pressure above the liquid in the groove is assumed constant and equal to ambient

pressure, Pc,.

The working liquid is ethanol and is assumed to be incompressible with density, p = 785 kg/m _.

Laminar flow within the groove is assumed at all times and kinetic and potential energy changes are

assumed negligible with respect to changes in the internal energy. Free convection and radiation losses

to the environment are also considered negligible with respect to the energy lost via evaporation.

Consider the control volume shown in Figure 1. This control volume encompasses the liquid only

and not the groove structure. The liquid flow is from left to right and the meniscus level is assumed to

vary linearly through the control volume. The equation of conservation of mass for this control volume,

noting that p dx is constant, yields

3A + _(A V) +_ =0 (1)
---bW- 0ax

where A is the liquid cross-sectional flow area, V is the average liquid velocity and m is the evaporative
mass flow rate for the differential control volume.

Figure 2 shows the same control volume with the appropriate forces (solid arrows) and momentum

terms (dashed arrows). The groove with the liquid is tilted at an angle, _, around a center of rotation

relative to the horizontal level and this angle is a function of time, which provides the transient body

force, pAgsin_gdx (g = gravitational constant). Momentum changes within the liquid, evaporative

momentum flux, shear and capillary forces are all accoUnted for. The meniscus radius of curvature, R,
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Figure 2. Cona-ol Volume for Conservation of Momentum Analysis
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is a functionof the liquid cross-sectional flow area and therefore can vary with axial location. The

(pA f22x)d.x term is a fictitious force term which accounts for the non-inertial reference frame of the

governing equations. Applying conservation of momentum to this control volume yields

_(AV) _ _ PA) m Vsin y x/_ 1
T + -'d"x(AV" + = - Agsinw - - (p** - R )wtany+Af22x (2)p pdx pdx p

where 3' is the angle generated by the axial variation in meniscus_level, V is the evaporative mass flux
velocity, "_is the shear stress between the groove wall and liquid, A is the area over which the shear stress

acts, o is the surface tension coefficient and f2 is the angular rotation rate.

The average liquid pressure, P, at any axial location is assumed to be the ambient pressure minus

the capillary pressure clue to the curved interface, plus the pressure head due to the depth of liquid in the

groove. The average depth of liquid in the groove, h, is approximated by h = A/w, and the average

pressure head can be shown to be ½pghcosut. The average liquid pressure then, is a function of the

groove tilt angle, _, the cross-sectional flow area, A, and the meniscus radius of curvature, R.

This meniscus radius of curvature is a function of the liquid cross-sectional flow area and is

assumed to behave as shown in Figure 3. When the groove is entirely full of liquid, there is no meniscus

and the radius of curvature is infinite. As liquid evaporates or is moved by bulk motion, the meniscus

recedes into the groove and R decreases from infinity until a hemispherical shape is formed. The radius

of curvature at this condition is R = w/2. This hemispherical shape remains constant until the tangent

to the meniscus is coincident with the bottom of the groove. As more liquid is removed by bulk motion

or evaporation, the meniscus recedes further into the comers of the groove and the radius of curvature

continues to decrease. This decrease is allowed to continue until the resulting liquid pressure is zero--a

physical limitation. These three conditions (entirely full, initial hemisphere shape and tangent condition)
allow a mathematical relationship between the cross-sectional flow area and the radius of curvature to be

derived. Details of this derivation are found in Reference 6.

The shear stress between the groove wall and the liquid, -c, is modeled using

x = fP V _- (3)
2

where the friction coefficient, f, is determined using rectangular tube flow data from Shah (ref. 8) and

modified for channel flow according to Chi (ref. 9). The remaining quantities in Eqn (2) (evaporative

mass flux, groove tilt angle and angular rotation) are assumed to be known or measurable quantities.

The energy equation for this system is derived using the control volume in Figure 4. The total

energy per unit mass is approximated by the internal energy, E = e = c T, where cp is the liquid specific

heat and T is the bulk liquid temperature. The energy influx, Qin, is modeled using Newton's Law

Qi, = hinAi,(T - T), where Ai, is the groove wall area across which the heat energy travels, Tg is the
groove wall temperature which is assumed known or measurable, and hi, is the transfer coefficient. This

coefficient was calculated using
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Nu k
hin = _ (4)

Dh

where Nu is the Nusselt Number, k is the liquid thermal conductivity and Dh is the hydraulic diameter.

Nu was determined using convection correlations for constant surface heat flux (ref. 10), laminar tube flow

and corrected for channel flow similar to the method used for the friction coefficient (see ref. 6 for more

information).

The energy outflow, Qo,,,, is determined using Qou, = me_,, where _. is the latent heat of

vaporization. Qc,,_ is the rate of energy conducted axially through the control volume and was calculated

using Fourier's Conduction Law. Applying these definitions, the energy equation for this control volume
is written as

( A E ) + V + = -o-dx - p _'x
(5)

Eqns (1), (2) and (5) form the set of governing equations for the new model. The pressure-area

and radius-area relationships discussed _evionsly provide closure for the system. The temporal derivative

t_erms are grouped into a 3 x 1 matrix, U, and the spatial derivative terms are grouped into a 3 x 1 matrix,

E. The remaining terms are combined into a source term, S and the resulting system is written as

U, + _=S- (6)

where the subscripts t and x refer to time and space derivatives respectively. Eqn (6) is non-

dimensionalized and integrated using a fn-st order accurate, explicit Roe scheme. Details of the solution

methodology are found in Reference 6.

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

The integration is performed on a one-dimensional grid, GRID1, that is I nodes wide as shown

in Figure 5. Node I lies on the left boundary; this node is also the center of rotation of the groove. As

such, it always contains liquid and because of the physical boundary, the velocity is always zero. The grid

extends to I nodes, some or all of which have liquid in them, depending on the dryout/rewet front location.

Node nb refers to the last wet node and is only equal to node I ff the groove is fully wet. The grid

remains fixed to the groove structure and does not move with the liquid.

At time level n, the total mass of liquid in the groove, m, is known. At time level n+l, assuming

mass loss only by evaporation, the total mass of liquid in the groove is

nb
n*l n

ms = ms -__mAt
i.2

(7)
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Figure 5. Numerical Grid Definitions

A second grid, GRID2, is used to update the boundary conditions and is also shown in Figure 5.

The mass within any control volume using this grid is found using

rl

mi = ½OAx(Ai" + A "i-l) (8)

and the internal mass. mi, ,, is calculated by summing mi" between volumes 3 and nb. Applying the

principle of conservation of mass to the left.most control volume of GRID2 yields the area of node 1 as

n+l m2nnh = - At (Oh" + mr)

(9)

:::::_A1"+1 = __2m2".1 _ A_,"+l
pdx

The velocity at node 1 is zero because of the physical boundary and the temperature is updated assuming
an adiabatic end condition.

The remaining mass in the groove, m, at time level n+l is found by subtracting the internal mass

and the mass at node 2 calculated in Eqn (9) above from the predicted mass at time level n+l (Eqn (7))
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n÷l n*! n+l n*|

m, = mg -mi. ' -m2 (10)

If the groove is not in a state of dryout, then m occupies control volume I and the area at node I is found

by a simple average of the areas at nodes I and I-1. The velocity at node I is identically zero and the

temperature is updated assuming an adiabatic end condition.

If, however, the groove is in a state of dryout or rewet, then a front exists and m occupies some

specified volume extending beyond node nb. Several possibilities exist regarding the distribution of liquid

extending beyond this node. Two of the more obvious are seen in Figure 6. The first order

approximation fills a right triangte with the remaining mass, while the second order approximation

attempts to match the remaining mass to a parabola with a specified slope at the front location. Higher

order matches are also possible. For this work, the first order approximation is used.

A

n+l

._

nb '"..7-..

"
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.......... Second Order

d
ep

2 d
ep

Figure 6. Sample Front Approximations

Defining the location in the groove where the cross-sectional flow area goes to zero as the

extinction point, ep, then the distance between node ,d, and the extinction point is

2m, n*l

d = _ (11)
-- n÷l

pA._

This length can extend to one or to severn nodes beyond node nb or it may not even extend to node nb+l

depending on the magnitude of m. Regardless, the boundary conditions at the extinction point are
defined by the following relationships
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Figure8 shows the results of a ten second real time computer run. This is a three-dimensional

plot of the non-dimensional area distribution in the groove, A*, as a function of non-dimensional time,

t*, and non-dimensional axial groove location, x*. Each axis runs from a minimum value of zero to a

maximum value of one. The perspective of the liquid distribution is from an observer positioned on the

groove. According to the figure, the area distribution does not vary with time from its initial level value

of 0.5 (one-half full); the steady-state condition.

Test Two--Steady Body Force

This test was accomplished similarly to the first test; the only difference being in the initial groove

angle and liquid distribution. The groove is set at an initial angle of, _i_, = tan'_(5/L**) , and the initial

distribution of liquid is such that A* = 1 at the left end of the groove (x* = 0) and A* = 0 at the right end

(x* = 1) with a linear distribution in between, as shown in Figure 9. This provides the same volume of

liquid used in the first test. In the absence of any capillary or body forces, there should be no tendency
for the liquid to change from this position, which is the steady-state solution for the initial conditions.

Figure 10 shows the results of a ten second real time computer run and reveals no change from

the initial distribution described above. This result demonstrates that the hydrostatic and atmospheric

pressure forces, along with the body force, are modeled properly and coded correctly.

Test Three--Steady Body Force With Motion

It was necessary to determine if the code could predict the correct steady-state solution for an

initial condition other than steady-state. To demonstrate this behavior, a setup identical to test two was

used with the initial liquid distribution similar to that of test one and is shown in Figure 11. From this

initial condition, the liquid should begin to flow towards the left end of the groove (x* = 0) and reach the

steady-state conditions of test two.

Figure 12 shows the results of a ten second real time computer run. Note that as time progresses,

A* increases at x* = 0 and decreases at x* = 1. This shows bulk liquid motion towards x* = 0, and at

t* --- 1, steady-state conditions are achieved. This test demonstrates that the code predicts the correct

steady-state solution for a non steady-state initial condition.

Test Four--Steady Body and Capillary Forces

This test was performed to determine ff the capillary force was modeled and coded properly. The

initial conditions for this experiment are seen in Figure 13. The groove tilt angle was similar to test three

and the liquid distribution was the same as test two. In the absence of the capillary force, it was seen in

test two that the liquid had no tendency to move. However, if the capillary force is now considered, the

liquid should have a tendency to move towards x* = 1 since the liquid in that end has receded further into

the groove and the capillary influence should be greatest.

Figure 14 shows the results from this study. With the capillary force present, the liquid does

indeed move towards x* = I as seen by the increase in A* at x* ffi 1 and a corresponding decrease in A*

at the other end of the groove, x* = 0. The liquid approaches a steady-state distribution different from

the steady-state condition seen in Figure 10. This is due to the inclusion of the capillary force.
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If d p is less than Ax, then m, is not sufficient to extend the triangular profde to the node nb+l. In this
case, the area, velocity and temperature distributions of the liquid are completely defined and no further

calculations are required.

If, however, d is greater than Ax, then the remaining mass is sufficient to extend the profile to
A a*lnode nb+l. In this case, _,_ is calculated using the area at node nb and the slope from Eqn (12).

Applying conservation of mass on the control volume between nodes nb and nb+l yields the velocity as

(A V)_.,_ _I_.jT1 _ m
_/a+l ab+l W

--nb+l ----
A n+I

nb+l

(13)

where V is the volume of the differential element. A first order approximation to the volume derivative

term is used and the evaporation term is evaluated at the temperature of node nb at time level n+l. The

temperature is updated assuming no axial conduction.

After the area, velocity and temperatures are updated, the mass in the new control volume is

calculated and subtracted from m and a new m is established. Node nb+l is renumbered as node nb

and a new value of d is calculated and established. The procedure described above is repeated until this
new value of d is less than Ax .

ep

NUMERICAL TEST PARAMETERS AND RESULTS

Several numerical experiments were performed with the new model to establish cov_fidence in its

ability to model the flow of liquid in a heated capillary structure subject to transient body forces. Since

no comparisons to physical data are made, absolute accuracy of the results is not considered important.

However, correct trends need to be demonstrated as well as the ability to numerically model the formation

of a front in the groove structure.

Test Ono==No Body Force

The purpose of this test was to demonstrate that liquid in a groove that is initially level and

remains level should have no tendency to move. The test setup is shown in Figure 7. The groove, shown

by the dotted line in the figure, is a square channel. The width, w. and depth, 5, are 1.5875 ram, where

the width dimension is into the page. The groove length, L.., is 0.254 m, the liquid is ethanol and the

capillary force and evaporation are neglected. In this test,the groove is maintained at the ambient

temperature, T = 295K, and is not allowed to rotate. The initial area distribution is such that the groove

is exactly one-half full. This is represented by the shaded area in the figure.
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The remaining three numerical experiments were performed with the capillary force and

evaporation present. The goal of these remaining experiments was to determine the code's ability to

model the liquid motion in the groove under transient body forces and external heating; two important

parameters that were neglected in tests one through four. The magnitude and duration of the body forces

and heating were sufficient to result in dryout in the groove: a phenomenon also not studied in tests one

through four.

Test Five--Transient Body Force, No External Heating

This test was performed to determine if the code could capture the formation of a dryout front in

a groove that was subject to a transient body force but no external heating. No external heating refers to

no externally applied heat sources, such as a heater. It does not mean that no heat transfer takes place;

in fact, heat transfer does occur in the form of evaporation.

In this test, the groove was initially at a level condition and one-third full of liquid. The groove

was rotated through the schedule shown by the bold line in Figure 15. This schedule was

= W,_ sin(2r_cot) 0<t<5

_=0 t>5

with a maximum angle, W_,, of 0.0524 radians and a frequency of co = 0.1 Hz. This particular schedule

was chosen after numerous numerical test runs because it resulted in a partial dryout of the groove

followed by a rewet. The results of this test run are shown in Figure 16. As the transient body force is

applied, the level of liquid at x* - 0 increases and the level at x* -- 1 decreases, indicating bulk liquid

motion towards x* = 0. At approximately t* -- 0.3, the groove begins to dry out as noted by A* -- 0 at

x* = 1. As the tilt schedule reverses direction back towards the initial level condition, the liquid motion

follows and the rewet is captured by the increase in A* from its zero value. At t* = 1, the liquid

distribution in the groove is not level as steady-state conditions would dictate. The code was allowed to

run for additional time and the liquid distribution did eventually reach a quasi-steady-state condition. This

quasi-steady-state refers to the liquid level in the groove being uniform along its length but decreasing in

time due to evaporation of the liquid. The time shown in Figure 16 was chosen to reveal details of the

dryout and rewet. This experiment validated the code's ability to caputre a dryout and rewet due solely

to a transient body force.

Test Six--No Body Force, External Heating

This test was performed to determine if the code could capture the formation of a liquid front in

a groove subjected to external heating but no transient body force. In this test, the groove was initially

at a level condition and entirely full of liquid. The groove was kept level throughout the test as shown

in Figure 17. The left end of the groove was maintained at T = 295K , while the right end was

maintained at T = 345K , with a linear distribution of temperature between x* = 0 and :t-* = 1. A

maximum temperature of 345 K was chosen to remain below the boiling point of ethanol. This test was

carried out for 480 seconds. For the first 420 seconds, the temperature profile described above was used.
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Thiswasdoneto generate a dry region in the groove. Between 420 and 480 seconds, the temperature

proftle was reduced to a uniform temperature of T = 295 K to allow a rewet to occur.

The results of this experiment are seen in Figure 18. Several interesting trends are seen in this

figure. First, the decrease in liquid volume between t* = 0 and t* = 1 is evident by the decrease in A*

along the groove. Note however, that the rate of decrease in A* is greater at x* = 1 than at x* = 0. This

is due to the elevated temperatures as :t-*approaches one. Higher temperatures result in higher evaporation

rates and a quicker depletion of liquid from the groove.

The second trend is the formation of a dryout front, A* = 0, at approximately t* = 0.9. At this

point, the elevated temperature profile was reduced to the uniform profile and a rewet of the groove was

noted. At t* = 1 the liquid has not reached its quasi-steady-state condition. This test validated the code's

ability to capture a dryout and rewet due solely to external heating.

Test Seven--Transient Body Force, External Heating

This numerical experiment was performed to determine the code's ability to capture a dryout and

rewet in a groove subject to both transient body forces and external heating; similar to what was

investigated in the physical experiments. The test setup is shown in Figure 19. The heating schedule of

test six was combined with the tilt schedule of test five. The total run time for this experiment was ten

seconds. This was done to compare the results to those of test five.

The results are seen in Figure 20. The same trends noted in Figure 16 are seen here; namely, the

dryout of the groove at approximately t* = 0.3 and the rewet following the groove rotation back to level.

The primary difference between these two figures is in the rewet phase. In Figure 16 the rewet is seen

by the rise in A* at x* -- 1 between t* = 0.5 and t* = 1. The same region in Figure 20, however, shows

a dryout condition; in fact, at x* = i, A* is zero at t* = 1, compared to A* = 0.045 in Figure 16. This

is due to the elevated temperatures and correspondingly increased evaporation rates.

Test Eight--Increased Frequency

An additional numerical study was performed to demonstrate the ability of the code to model the

liquid flow in a heated capillary structure under a frequency and amplitude greater than those of tests one

through seven. The code was run at the same conditions as numerical experiments one through seven,

but the amplitude was allowed to vary between +0.0524 and -0.0524 radians. Additionally, a frequency

of 1 Hz was used; one order of magnitude greater than the maximum frequency of the fa'st seven

numerical tests. Initial liquid distribution and temperature boundary conditions are shown in Figure 21.

The results of a sixty second run are shown in Figure 22. The sinusoidal motion of the liquid is

evident. The overall volume of liquid in the groove is decreasing with time as evidenced by the maximum

amplitude of the area peaks at x* = 0 and x* = 1 decreasing with time. No dryout is seen in the figure

but this is only because the computer run was stopped before dryout occurred. The code appears to

predict the correct trends in the liquid motion.
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Figure 21. Numerical Test Eight Parameters

Figure 22. Numerical Test Eight Results
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A transient, one-dimensional numerical code has been developed which is capable of modeling

the liquid motion in a grooved heat pipe wick structure subject to transient heat loads and body force

effects. Simple numerical tests demonstrated its ability to predict the correct trends in axial variation of

liquid inventory, to include both dryout and rewet, caused by asymmetric heating, transient body forces

or a combination of both. It is recommended that experimental data be generated to compare with the

results from this model to provide validation of the governing equations, simplifying assumptions and

solution methodology.
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